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Investors’ demand for safe assets tends to increase when there’s more uncertainty, as in 
recessions. Consistent with this idea, short-term movements in the natural rate of interest, or 
r-star, are negatively correlated with an index of macroeconomic uncertainty. This relationship 
may be relevant for assessing monetary policy. An estimated policy rule that incorporates 
both r-star and the uncertainty index can largely reproduce the path of the federal funds rate 
since 1988, except during periods when policy was constrained by the zero lower bound. 

 
The “natural” rate of interest, or r-star (r*), is the inflation-adjusted, short-term interest rate that is consistent 
with full use of economic resources and steady inflation near the Fed’s target level. R-star is an important 
benchmark for monetary policy because it determines the real interest rate that policymakers should aim for 
once temporary shocks to the economy have dissipated and the Fed’s macroeconomic goals have been achieved.  
 
Most empirical estimates of r-star show a declining trend over the past several decades with current values 
hovering around zero (Williams 2017). While most theories suggest the decline in r-star involves longer-term 
slow-moving forces, it’s possible to gain some insight by examining shorter-term movements, say over four 
quarters. This Economic Letter shows that short-term movements in an estimate of r-star generally move in the 
opposite direction as an index of macroeconomic uncertainty.  
 
This negative correlation is consistent with the idea that investors seeking a safe haven bid up the prices of safe 
assets, like U.S. Treasury securities, during periods of higher uncertainty, such as recessions or crises, thereby 
lowering the real rates of return on these assets. 
 
In assessing the appropriate path of the federal funds rate, monetary policymakers must take into account a 
wide range of economic data, including estimates of r-star. Public communications about monetary policy often 
acknowledge the existence of uncertainty about future economic developments. To capture these ideas, I 
construct an estimated monetary policy rule that includes a response to both r-star and the uncertainty index. 
The rule can largely reproduce the actual path of the U.S. federal funds rate since 1988, except for periods when 
monetary policy was constrained by the zero lower bound.  

Empirical estimates of r-star and long-run trends 

Starting with a view of longer-run trends, Figure 1 plots the inflation-adjusted or “real” federal funds rate, 
computed as the nominal federal funds rate minus the trailing four-quarter core personal consumption 
expenditures (PCE) inflation rate. Core inflation tends to be a better predictor of future inflation because it 
removes the volatile food and energy components. Figure 1 also plots the two-sided r-star series estimated by  
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Laubach and Williams (2016, updated). 
Both of these real rates exhibit 
downward-sloping trends—a pattern that 
is consistent with declines in global real 
interest rates observed over the same 
period (Rachel and Smith 2015). 
 
 Standard economic models imply that r-
star is linked to households’ degree of 
patience, which influences their 
willingness to save, and to the expected 
growth rate of potential GDP, which 
influences the rate of return from saving. 
Over the past three decades, empirical 
estimates of r-star tend to mimic general 
movements in the four-quarter growth 
rate of potential GDP (green line), as 
estimated by the Congressional Budget Office (Lansing 2016). Theories that seek to explain these trends include 
(1) the demographics of an aging labor force with sluggish population growth, (2) the slowing of technology-
driven productivity growth, (3) a global savings glut, and (4) a rise in the demand for safe assets relative to the 
available supply. All of these forces would be expected to put downward pressure on r-star.  

Short-run movements in r-star and uncertainty 

Now turning to short-run movements, 
Figure 2 compares the four-quarter 
change in the Laubach-Williams estimate 
of r-star with an index of macroeconomic 
uncertainty constructed by Jurado, 
Ludvigson, and Ng (2015). The 
uncertainty index summarizes how 
difficult it is to forecast the near-term 
path of 132 separate macroeconomic 
variables using a joint statistical model of 
the U.S. economy. Specifically, the index 
is constructed from the model’s three-
month-ahead forecast errors. Higher 
values of the index indicate that the 
model’s forecast errors have grown. 
 
As the economy heads into a recession, 
the uncertainty index starts rising, while 
the four-quarter change in r-star becomes more negative—indicating that r-star is falling more rapidly. When 
the recession is over, uncertainty declines while the four-quarter change in r-star becomes more positive or less 

Figure 1 
Real interest rates and potential GDP growth 

Note: Shaded areas indicate NBER recession dates. 

Figure 2 
Movements in r-star and macroeconomic uncertainty 

Note: Shaded areas indicate NBER recession dates. Macroeconomic 
uncertainty is the quarterly average of the three-month-ahead index by Jurado 
et al. (2015). 
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negative. The four-quarter movements in r-star are quantitatively small but detectable. The correlation 
coefficient between the two series is strongly negative, confirming  the inverse relationship. 
 
During recessions or crises, the prices of risky assets like stocks tend to fall while prices of safe assets like 
Treasury securities tend to rise. These movements reflect investors’ flight to safety as they shift their portfolios 
away from risky assets to avoid short-term losses. A rise in the price of a Treasury security translates into a 
decline in its nominal yield and, because inflation is sluggish, a decline in its real rate of return. Real rates and r-
star tend to decline during recessions when uncertainty rises. The strong negative correlation between the two 
series in Figure 2 is consistent with the idea that shifts in the demand for safe assets are an important driving 
force for short-term movements in r-star. Taking a broader perspective, if shifts in the demand for safe assets 
drive short-term movements in r-star, then perhaps the decades-long decline in r-star for the United States and 
other advanced countries is being driven by a longer-term trend in which the global demand for safe assets is 
outpacing the available supply. Economic research finds support for this idea (Golec and Perotti 2017). 

Do movements in r-star and uncertainty influence monetary policy?  

The Fed’s goals are to keep inflation low while promoting sustainable growth and full employment. Policymaker 
behavior is often modeled as a Taylor rule, whereby a short-term nominal interest rate (the federal funds rate) is 
adjusted in response to inflation and some measure of real economic activity (Taylor 1999). It is interesting to 
consider whether a Taylor rule that includes a response to both r-star and the macroeconomic uncertainty index 
can improve the fit of the actual federal funds rate path.  
 
As part of the Federal Open Market Committee’s Summary of Economic Projections (SEP), meeting participants 
provide their views on the projected paths of real GDP growth, the unemployment rate, inflation, and the 
nominal federal funds rate over the next three calendar years and in the longer run. Since r-star is a longer-run 
concept, we can infer the median SEP projection for r-star by subtracting the median longer-run projection for 
inflation from the median longer-run projection for the nominal federal funds rate. The median SEP projection 
for r-star computed this way has ratcheted down over time, as documented by Lansing (2016), and currently 
stands at 1%. Given this background, one might expect that shifts in empirical estimates of r-star could help 
explain movements in the federal funds rate. 
 
A study by Evans et al. (2015) finds that concepts involving “uncertainty” and “insurance” were cited in a 
number of Federal Reserve public communications from 1987 to 2008 to justify monetary policy decisions. The 
same study finds that the Jurado-Ludvigson-Ng macroeconomic uncertainty index is statistically significant in 
Fed policy rule regressions, with higher values of the index implying lower values of the federal funds rate. The 
authors summarize this evidence as describing the Fed’s “risk management approach to monetary policy.”  
 
To examine the possible joint influence of r-star and uncertainty on monetary policy, I estimate three versions of 
a policy rule using data from 1988 through the end of 2008. The first version regresses the federal funds rate on 
a constant, the four-quarter core PCE inflation rate, the CBO output gap, and the four-quarter growth rate of real 
GDP, a specification that is similar to some previous studies (Coibion and Gorodnichenko 2011). These 
explanatory variables, plotted in Figure 3, are each lagged by one quarter in the regression equation to help 
account for real-time data availability issues. The first version of the policy rule implicitly assumes that r-star 
remains constant over the 21-year data sample. The second version accounts for movements in r-star by adding 
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the lagged value of the Laubach-Williams 
(LW) two-sided estimate of r-star as an 
additional explanatory variable. The third 
version goes one step further by adding 
the lagged value of the macroeconomic 
uncertainty index.  
 
Figure 4 plots the fitted values of the 
federal funds rate from each version of 
the estimated policy rule. The red line 
shows that the third version provides the 
best in-sample fit with the fitted federal 
funds rate, accounting for more than 90% 
of the variance of the actual federal funds 
rate (blue line) from 1988 to 2008. The 
other two versions account for somewhat 
less of the variance, but their fit is still 
good. All of the explanatory variables in 
the third version of the policy rule are 
statistically significant. The estimated 
coefficient on r-star is positive while the 
estimated coefficient on the uncertainty 
index is negative, consistent with 
economic intuition and the fact that these 
two variables move in opposite directions 
(Figure 2).  
 
We can use the same estimated policy 
rules to compute projected paths for the 
federal funds rate from 2009 on. All 
three versions imply projected paths that 
dip into negative territory. This result 
indicates that the zero lower bound on 
the federal funds rate prevented the Fed from responding to economic variables in the same way that it had 
before 2009. An alternative interpretation is that the Fed’s large-scale asset purchase programs served as an 
effective substitute for the negative desired federal funds rate, thus mitigating the impact of the zero lower 
bound on the economy (Wu and Zhang 2016).  
 
The third version of the policy rule does a reasonably good job of matching recent movements in the federal 
funds rate. Specifically, it predicts liftoff of the quarterly average funds rate from near zero in the third quarter of 
2016, which is close to the actual liftoff that occurred between the fourth quarter of 2015 and the first quarter of 
2016.  
 

Figure 3 
Three explantory variables in Taylor rule 

Note: Shaded areas indicate NBER recession dates.  

Figure 4 
Fitted and projected federal funds rates 
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Moreover, the third version predicts a quarterly average funds rate of 88 basis points in the first quarter of 
2017—very close to the actual value of 70 basis points.  

Conclusion 

Short-run movements in r-star and an index of macroeconomic uncertainty are negatively correlated, suggesting 
that investors’ demand for safe assets is a key driving force for movements in r-star. Monetary policy decisions 
are influenced by many factors, including estimates of r-star and the degree of uncertainty that exists about 
future economic conditions. If uncertainty remains low or declines further as the U.S. economic expansion 
continues, then estimates of r-star are likely to gradually increase. Based on past Fed behavior, such a scenario, 
if realized, would be consistent with a gradually rising path for the federal funds rate. 
 
Kevin J. Lansing is a research advisor in the Economic Research Department of the Federal Reserve 

Bank of San Francisco. 
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